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Switching the function of the quantum Otto cycle in non-Markovian dynamics:
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Quantum thermodynamics explores novel thermodynamic phenomena that emerge when interactions between
macroscopic systems and microscopic quantum ones go into action. Among various issues, quantum heat
engines, in particular, have attracted much attention as a critical step in theoretical formulation of quantum
thermodynamics and investigation of efficient use of heat by means of quantum resources. In the present paper,
we focus on heat absorption and emission processes as well as work extraction processes of a quantum Otto
cycle. We describe the former as non-Markovian dynamics, and thereby find that the interaction energy between
a macroscopic heat bath and a microscopic qubit is not negligible. Specifically, we reveal that the interaction
energy is divided into the system and the bath in a region of the short interaction time and remains negative
in the region of the long interaction time. In addition, a counterintuitive energy flow from the system and the
interaction energy to the hot bath occurs in another region of the short interaction time. We quantify these effects
by defining an index of non-Markovianity in terms of the interaction energy. With this behavior of the interaction
energy, we show that a non-Markovian quantum Otto cycle can switch functions such as an engine as well as a
heater or a heat pump by controlling the interaction time with the heat bath. In particular, the qubit itself loses its
energy if we shorten the interaction time, and in this sense, the qubit is cooled through the cycle. This property
has a possibility of being utilized for cooling the qubits in quantum computing. We also describe the work
extraction from the microscopic system to a macroscopic system like us humans as an indirect measurement
process by introducing a work storage as a new reservoir.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum thermodynamics, which extends the framework
of thermodynamics to microscopic scales, is attracting much
attention. It explores macroscopic phenomena that mi-
croscopic quantum effects cause in interactions between
macroscopic systems, such as heat baths and reservoirs, and
microscopic systems, such as qubits and quantum oscillators
[1–3]. In formulating the theory of quantum thermodynamics,
as in the case of conventional thermodynamics, the study of
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heat engines is fundamental [4]. Here, we study a quantum
heat engine, aiming to construct the theory of quantum ther-
modynamics.

The quantum heat engine was first noted in the field of
quantum optics; the mechanism of laser emission was quan-
tum mechanically described as a heat engine [5,6]. In the
quantum heat engine, the macroscopic working substance,
e.g., gas inside a piston, in conventional heat engines is re-
placed with a quantum system. For the purpose of revealing
thermodynamic features, the method of open quantum sys-
tems are often used [7–15]. As an example of macroscopic
manifestation of quantum nature, the effects of quantum co-
herence [16–21] and quantum entanglement [22–30] were
explored. As a general theory of quantum heat engines, a
trade-off relationship between the time required for one heat
engine cycle and efficiency has also been derived [31]. Exper-
iments on quantum effects have been conducted [32–41].

Research on quantum heat engines has attracted much
attention not only for formulating the theory of quan-
tum thermodynamics as we describe above, but also for
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investigating efficient use of heat by quantum resources. From
the viewpoint of quantum information theory, work extraction
by quantum measurement [42] and a new heat engine based
on quantum measurement [43] were proposed.

In the study of quantum heat engines, there are several
issues to be solved: how to describe interactions between
microscopic and macroscopic systems, how to employ quan-
tum correlations, how to utilize feedback of information from
quantum measurements, and so on. In the first issue, in par-
ticular, we are interested in the manifestation of microscopic
properties in macroscopic systems. In the present study, we
focus on two aspects of this issue: heat exchange and work
extraction.

Let us first discuss the heat exchange between microscopic
and macroscopic systems. In the conventional framework of
thermodynamics, the interactions exist only among macro-
scopic systems, such as gas inside a piston and heat baths.
Since the interaction takes place at the surface between
macroscopic systems, the dimensionality of the interaction
is reduced by one, and hence the interaction can be safely
ignored in conventional thermodynamics. However, interac-
tions among microscopic and macroscopic systems may not
be treated in this way.

The interaction dynamics is quite often described by the
Markov approximation [44–47], which is valid when the time
scale of the heat bath is much shorter than the time scale
of the evolution of the quantum working substance. It was
revealed [48] that when the heat exchange of a quantum Otto
cycle is described as a Markov process, the expectation value
of the interaction energy vanishes, and hence the standard
thermodynamics straightforwardly extends into the quantum
region.

Except for such a special case, however, we should treat the
dynamics as a non-Markovian process [49–53]. For instance,
several quantum heat engines are discussed from the view-
point of non-Markovian dynamics [54–70]. The expectation
value of the interaction takes a finite value when the process
is described as a non-Markov one [48], and hence we need
nontrivial generalization of thermodynamics in the quantum
regime when the non-Markovianity is strong in the process in
question.

In the present study, we calculate the heat exchange in
the quantum Otto cycle in terms of a non-Markovian time-
convolutionless master equation [71,72]. We reveal that the
interaction energy is divided into the system and the bath in
a region of short interaction time and remains negative in a
region of long interaction time. In addition, a counterintuitive
energy flow from the system and the interaction energy to
the hot bath occurs in another region of short interaction
time. We quantify these effects by defining an index of non-
Markovianity in terms of the interaction energy. Moreover, we
show that counterintuitive behavior, such as a heater and a
heat pump which convert work to a heat flow, appears instead
of a heat engine in some parameter regions. In particular, the
qubit itself loses its energy if we shorten the interaction time
between the qubit and the bath. In this sense, the qubit is
cooled through the cycle, which property could be used for
cooling the qubits in quantum computing.

We next discuss the work exchange between a micro-
scopic system and a macroscopic system. The work done by a

FIG. 1. A schematic illustration of our quantum Otto cycle. A
qubit absorbs or emits heat from or to the bath in each isochoric
process and does work to and receives work from the work storage
in the adiabatic processes. After each isochoric process, we need
detachment work to separate a qubit from the bath. We also perform
measurement in order to quantify the extracted work in each adia-
batic process. We define a positive energy exchange always as an
energy flow into the qubit and a positive work as an energy flow out
of the qubit.

microscopic system has been conventionally defined as the
change in the expectation value of the Hamiltonian of the
system of interest [1–3,73,74]. However, if the work done by
a quantum system is to be eventually harvested by a macro-
scopic system, such as us humans, it is necessary to model
the work extraction using quantum measurements [75]. In the
present study, we develop a model of work extraction in a
quantum Otto cycle in terms of quantum measurement of a
work storage.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
the model of a quantum Otto cycle consisting of a qubit as the
working substance, two Boson heat baths, and two work stor-
ages. We analyze the cycle in terms of non-Markovian heat
absorption and emission processes as well as work extraction
processes as quantum measurements, the latter of which we
specifically describe in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discover that
the non-Markovian quantum Otto cycle behaves not only as an
engine but also as a heat pump and a heater, depending on the
interaction duration between the qubit and each heat bath. We
define an index of the non-Markovianity in terms of the energy
changes. We summarize our conclusions and perspectives in
Sec. V.

II. MODEL

In the present paper, we use the quantum Otto engine
analyzed in Ref. [48] for the heat exchange processes and
update the work extraction processes following Ref. [75]. The
former are isochoric processes and the latter are adiabatic
processes of one qubit as the working substance (Fig. 1). In
the isochoric processes, the qubit exchanges heat �Eh

s and
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�Ec
s with the hot and cold baths, respectively; we define a

positive energy exchange always as an energy flow into the
qubit. The qubit also gives and takes the work to and from
the work storages in adiabatic compression and expansion
processes, respectively; we define a positive work as an energy
flow out of the qubit. After each isochoric process, we perform
a detachment work, which we will explain later. We repeat this
cycle until it reaches a limit cycle.

For the isochoric processes, we use the spin-Boson model
given by the Hamiltonian

Hμ = Hμ
S + Hμ

B + Hμ
I , (1)

where μ = h or c for the interaction with hot or cold bath,
respectively, with

Hμ
S = ω

μ
0

2
(σz + 1) , (2)

Hμ
B =

∑
k

ε
μ

k bμ

k
†bμ

k , (3)

Hμ
I = σx ⊗

∑
k

(
gμ

k b†
k + gμ∗

k bk
)
, (4)

where we set h̄ = 1. Here, σz and σx are the Pauli operators
which represent the qubit and ω

μ
0 (μ = h or c) is its Larmor

frequency, which is changed during the adiabatic expansion
from ωh

0 to ωc
0 and during the adiabatic compression from

ωc
0 to ωh

0 with ωh
0 > ωc

0. On the other hand, bμ

k and bμ

k
† are

the Boson creation and annihilation operators of mode k with
energy ε

μ

k of hot (μ = h) or cold (μ = c) bath. In the interac-
tion Hamiltonian Hμ

I , the parameter gμ

k denotes the interaction
strength between the qubit and the hot (μ = h) or cold (μ = c)
bath of mode k. We set the Ohmic spectral density function

Jμ(ω) =
∑

k

|gμ

k |2δ(ω − ε
μ

k

)
(5)

= λμω exp(−ω/�μ) (6)

for the qubit-bath interaction, where λμ is the coupling con-
stant and �μ is the cutoff frequency. For brevity, we will drop
the superscript μ hereafter when common equations apply to
both baths.

For an accurate description of the interaction dynamics
between the qubit and the bath in each isochoric process, we
employ the time-convolution-less (TCL) master equation,

d

dt
ρμ

m (t ) = 
(t )ρμ
m (t ), (7)

where ρμ
m (t ) ≡ TrB[ρμ

tot (t )] indicates the partial trace over
the bath on the state of the total system and 
(t ) is a su-
peroperator. We assume the initial state for the interaction
dynamics with a bath to be a product state ρ

μ
tot = ρμ

m ⊗
ρ

μ,eq
B , where the qubit state is ρμ

m ≡ |m〉 〈m| (m = 0 or 1),
while the bath is in the thermal equilibrium state ρ

μ,eq
B ≡

exp[−βμHμ
B ]/Tr[exp[−βμHμ

B ]] at the inverse temperature
βμ. In the present paper, we employ the TCL master equa-
tion up to the second order of the interaction Hamiltonian Hμ

I
[71], in which the qubit follows the non-Markovian dynamics

given by [48,71]

d

dt
ρμ

m (t ) = −i
[
Hμ

S , ρμ
m (t )

]
−

∫ t

0
dτTrB

[
Hμ

I ,
[
Hμ

I (−τ ), ρμ
m (t ) ⊗ ρ

μ,eq
B

]]
,

(8)

where the interaction Hamiltonian is put in the interaction
picture: Hμ

I (t ) = exp[iHμ
0 t] Hμ

I exp[−iHμ
0 t], with Hμ

0 ≡
Hμ

S + Hμ
B .

After each isochoric process based on the TCL master
equation for time tμ under the interaction with the μth bath
from the initial state |m〉 〈m| ⊗ ρ

μ,eq
B (m = 0, 1), the (ν, ν)

element of the qubit’s state ρμ
m,νν (tμ) becomes [71]

ρ
μ
m,00(tμ) =e

∫ tμ

0 dτa(τ )

(
ρ

μ
m,00(0) −

∫ tμ

0
dτ b(τ )e− ∫ τ

0 dsa(s)

)
,

(9)

ρ
μ
m,11(tμ) =1 − ρ

μ
m,00(tμ), (10)

with

a(τ ) = − 2
∫ τ

0
du D1(u)cos(ω0u), (11)

b(τ ) = −
∫ τ

0
du[�(u)eiω0u + �(−u)e−iω0u], (12)

�(τ ) = 1
2 ( D1(τ ) − iD2(τ ) ), (13)

D1(τ ) = 2
∫ ∞

0
dωJ (ω)coth

(
ω

2TB

)
cos(ωτ ) (14)

= 2λ

(
�2 (�τ )2 − 1

( (�τ )2 + 1 )2 + 2T 2
B Re

[
ψ ′

(
TB(1 + i�τ )

�

)])
,

(15)

D2(τ ) = 2
∫ ∞

0
dωJ (ω)sin(ωτ ) (16)

= 4λ�3τ

(1 + �2τ 2)2
. (17)

Here, D1(τ ) is a noise kernel, D2(τ ) is a dissipation kernel,
and ψ ′ is the Euler digamma function ψ ′(z) ≡ �′(z)/�(z). We
note that we have numerically confirmed the positivity of the
qubit’s density matrix under the non-Markovian dynamics for
all the results in the present paper.

We analyze this cycle after it converges to a limit cycle
[48]. Let Pμ

n denote the probability that the qubit’s state is
|0〉 〈0| before it interacts with the hot (μ = h) or cold (μ =
c) bath at the time of the nth interaction. The probabilities
satisfy the following relationships:

Pc
n = Ph

n ρh
0,00(t h) + (

1 − Ph
n

)
ρh

1,00(t h) (18)

and

Ph
n+1 = Pc

n ρc
0,00(t c) + (

1 − Pc
n

)
ρc

1,00(t c). (19)

By taking the limit n → ∞ in Eqs. (18) and (19) to obtain a
limit cycle, we find [48]

Pμ(t h, t c) ≡ lim
n→∞ Pμ

n = pμ(t h, t c)

1 − p0(t h, t c)
, (20)
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where

p0(t h, t c) ≡ [
ρc

0,00(t c) − ρc
1,00(t c)

][
ρh

0,00(t h) − ρh
1,00(t h)

]
,

(21)

ph(t h, t c) ≡ ρc
0,00(t c)ρh

1,00(t h) + ρc
1,00(t c)ρh

1,11(t h), (22)

pc(t h, t c) ≡ ρh
0,00(t h)ρc

1,00(t c) + ρh
1,00(t h)ρc

1,11(t c). (23)

The qubit’s state in the limit n → ∞ is therefore given by

ρ
μ
S (t h, t c) = ρ

μ
11(t h, t c) |1〉 〈1| + ρ

μ
00(t h, t c) |0〉 〈0| , (24)

where

ρ
μ
11(t h, t c) ≡ Pμ(t h, t c)ρμ

0,11(tμ) + ( 1 − Pμ(t h, t c) )ρμ
1,11(tμ),

(25)

ρ
μ
00(t h, t c) ≡ Pμ(t h, t c)ρμ

0,00(tμ) + ( 1 − Pμ(t h, t c) )ρμ
1,00(tμ).

(26)

We used the relations ρ
μ
0,11(tμ) + ρ

μ
0,00(tμ) = 1 and

ρ
μ
1,11(tμ) + ρ

μ
1,00(tμ) = 1 for the algebra. Note that

ρ
μ
00(0, 0) = Pμ(0, 0) and ρ

μ
11(0, 0) = 1 − Pμ(0, 0).

III. WORK EXTRACTION
AS A MEASUREMENT PROCESS

The current prevailing view in quantum thermodynam-
ics defines controllable and available energy as work and
uncontrollable and unavailable energy as heat [1]. The
uncontrollable energy changes, i.e., uncontrollable energy as-
sociated with changes of the state of the system in response
to Hamiltonian changes and coupling with the environment,
are often defined as heat. The average heat for an infinitesimal
time would be defined by

δQ := Tr[dρSHS], (27)

where HS is the Hamiltonian of the system. On the other hand,
since the time variation of the Hamiltonian of the system can
be controlled, the energy changes associated with the change
of the Hamiltonian are often defined as work [74]. For exam-
ple, in the standard model, which is often used by researchers
in the community of statistical mechanics [7,14,73,74,76],
the dynamics of the composite system of the system and
the bath(s) is assumed to be a unitary operation. Under this
assumption, the standard model defines the amount of the
extracted work as

δW := Tr[UρtotU
†(H + dH)] − Tr[ρtotH], (28)

where U , ρtot , and H are the unitary dynamics, the initial state,
and the Hamiltonian of the total system. When we consider an
adiabatic work extraction in the standard model, we can omit
the bath from Eq. (28):

δW := Tr[USρSU †
S (HS + dHS )] − Tr[ρSHS] (29)

where US is the unitary dynamics of the system. This standard
model, however, is unsatisfactory in the sense that it does not
specify how we measure the work W of the closed system
under the unitary dynamics, according to Ref. [75].

To resolve the issue, Hayashi and Tajima [75] proposed
a quantum scenario that specifies how a macroscopic sys-
tem like us humans could quantify the work done by a
quantum system [75]. The quantum scenario considers a
quantum mechanical work storage which exchanges work
with the working substance [77,78]. The energy transfer
from the working substance to the work storage is described
by the unitary time evolution of the whole system that consists
of the system and the work storage. The work-extraction pro-
cess was modeled in analogy with the work-extraction process
in classical thermodynamics [75]. Consider a fuel cell as an
example of classical thermodynamics. Suppose that a set of
microscopic systems that constitutes the fuel cell outputs en-
ergy to the macroscopic system and lifts a weight. In this case,
in order to quantify the work, a human being would measure
the height of the weight lifted and quantify the work based on
the results of the measurement. By the same analogy, when
the system of interest performs work to the work storage, the
work performed is quantified by the quantum measurement of
the work storage.

The work extraction process in the quantum scenario
proposed by Hayashi and Tajima using completely positive
instruments (CP instruments) is called a completely positive
work extraction model (CP work extraction model). In this
indirect measurement process, four levels of the energy con-
servation law must be satisfied. Let ρS denote the initial state
of the system, w j denote the work retrieved by the work
storage system, and p j denote the probability of obtaining w j .
Let {E j} be a CP instrument which indicates the change of
the state of the system through the CP work extraction pro-
cess. The CP instrument generally describes a measurement
process and satisfies the following conditions: each E j is a
completely positive map (CP map), and

∑
j E j is a completely

positive and trace-preserving map (CPTP map). Note that the
CP map ensures the complete positivity as follows. Assume
that the dimension of the Hilbert space of the system is d ,
the identity operation of the Hilbert space of dimensional-
ity k is I (k), and a composite state is σ (k+d ). When E j is a
CP map, I (k) ⊗ E j (σ (k+d ) ) for all k ∈ {0, . . . ,∞} is positive,
which means that the composite state is a physical state. On
the other hand, the CPTP map

∑
j E j satisfies the feature of

the CP map and additionally ensures trace preserving of the
state of the system as in

∑
j Tr[E j (ρS )] = 1, which indicates

the normalization condition of the probability [1,79]. When
the average value of w j is equal to the energy loss of the
system, any state ρS satisfies

Tr[HSρS] =
∑

j

w jTr[E j (ρS )] +
∑

j

Tr[HSE j (ρS )], (30)

which Hayashi and Tajima [75] called Level 1 energy con-
servation law. Here, Tr[HSρS] and

∑
j Tr[HSE j (ρS )] indicate

the expectation values of the system’s energy before and af-
ter the work extraction, respectively, while

∑
j w jTr[E j (ρS )]

indicates the mean value of the extracted work.
When each measurement result w j is equal to the energy

loss of the system, it is classified as Level 2, 3, or 4 energy
conservation law, depending on the presence or absence of
measurement errors. Since our model satisfies the Level 4 en-
ergy conservation law, which is the one with no measurement
errors, let us focus on the Level 4 energy conservation here.
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In order to explain the Level 4 energy conservation, let us
introduce the initial state of the system �x = |hx〉 〈hx| using
the energy eigenstate |hx〉 of the Hamiltonian HS associated
with the eigenvalue hx. The extracted work w j is defined as
the energy change in the Hamiltonian HS as in Eq. (29). Then
the state after the work extraction which follows the Level 4
energy conservation law satisfies

E j (�x ) = Phx−w jE j (�x )Phx−w j , (31)

where Phx−w j is a projection operator associated with the en-
ergy eigenvalue hx − w j , which indicates the state after the
work extraction. In the CP work extraction in the quantum
scenarios, the work extraction process satisfies the Level 4
energy conservation law as long as the initial state of the work
storage belongs to the eigenspace of its Hamiltonian HW and
the unitary U and the Hamiltonian H on the whole system
satisfies [U, H] = 0 [75]. We will show later that our model
satisfies the Level 4 energy conservation law.

The previous study [48] of non-Markovian dynamics did
not take into account macroscopic systems that exchange the
work with the microscopic working substance. We perform
the work extraction processes using the quantum measure-
ment theory [75] explained above so that we can describe
extracting work consistently in the quantum Otto cycle. By
introducing a work storage as a new system, we describe the
work extraction process as an indirect measurement model,
in which we first let the qubit and the work storage interact
with each other, and then measure the energy increase of the
work storage. In order to describe the variation of the qubit’s
Hamiltonian in the interaction process, we introduce a clock
as an additional degree of freedom [78,80]. The Hamiltonian
of the total system H̃SE consists of the qubit, the clock, and
the work storage:

H̃SE =Hh
S ⊗ |0〉 〈0|C ⊗ IW + Hc

S ⊗ |1〉 〈1|C ⊗ IW + H̃W ,

(32)

where the Hamiltonian of the work storage is given by

H̃W = IS ⊗ IC ⊗ (ωh − ωc) |1〉 〈1|W . (33)

As the Hamiltonian of the system changes from Hh
S to Hc

S , the
clock changes from |0〉 〈0|C to |1〉 〈1|C , and H̃W is the energy
extracted accordingly in the process. This process describes
the adiabatic expansion process in Fig. 1. With respect to an
adiabatic compression process, we replace Hh

S with Hc
S , and

Hc
S with Hh

S in Eq. (32).
More specifically, we first set the initial state of the whole

system ρtot under the projection measurement to the qubit in
order to extinguish the qubit’s coherence,

ρ
μ(0)
tot ≡ (

ρ
μ
11(t h, t c) |1〉 〈1|S + ρ

μ
00(t h, t c) |0〉 〈0|S

)
⊗ |0〉 〈0|C ⊗ |0〉 〈0|W . (34)

We then carry out the work extraction process by the following
quenching unitary transformation, assuming that the operator
acts on the state instantaneously:

U = |010〉 〈000| + |000〉 〈010| + |111〉 〈100|
+ |100〉 〈111| + |011〉 〈001| + |001〉 〈011|
+ |110〉 〈110| + |101〉 〈101| , (35)

where |i jk〉 ≡ |i〉S ⊗ | j〉C ⊗ |k〉W (i, j, k = 0, or 1). This
unitary operation commutes with the Hamiltonian H̃SE, and
hence it conserves the total energy. After the work extraction,
the state turns into

ρ
μ(1)
tot ≡ ρ

μ
11(t h, t c) |1〉 〈1|S ⊗ |1〉 〈1|C ⊗ |1〉 〈1|W

+ ρ
μ
00(t h, t c) |0〉 〈0|S ⊗ |1〉 〈1|C ⊗ |0〉 〈0|W . (36)

Since we assume the quenching unitary transformation, it
does not take time to reach the final state ρ

μ(1)
tot . Upon turning

the clock state from |0〉 〈0|C in Eq. (34) to |1〉 〈1|C in Eq. (36),
the work storage changes its state from |0〉 〈0|W to |1〉 〈1|W
if the system is in the excited state |1〉 〈1|S , whereas it remains
|0〉 〈0|W if the system is in the ground state |0〉 〈0|S .

We finally extract the work from the work storage by per-
forming the following projective measurement to Eq. (36):

P0 ≡ |0〉 〈0|W , P1 ≡ |1〉 〈1|W . (37)

When the measurement result is associated with |1〉 〈1|W , it
means that the work is extracted from the qubit to the work
storage. The probability of getting the measurement result is
ρ

μ
11(t h, t c). The amount of the extracted work is derived as the

energy flow into the work storage,

Tr[H̃W (IS ⊗ IC ⊗ |1〉 〈1|W − IS ⊗ IC ⊗ |0〉 〈0|W )] (38)

= ωh − ωc. (39)

Meanwhile, the probability of getting the measurement result
associated with |0〉 〈0|W is ρ

μ
00(t h, t c). In this case, the amount

of the extracted work to the work storage is 0. Therefore, the
expectation value of the harvested work under measurement
probability is amounted to

〈dW 〉 = ρ
μ
11(t h, t c) Tr[H̃W (IS ⊗ IC ⊗ |1〉 〈1|W

− IS ⊗ IC ⊗ |0〉 〈0|W )] (40)

=ρ
μ
11(t h, t c)(ωh − ωc). (41)

After all, this result is the same as in Ref. [48], which does
not take into account macroscopic systems that exchange the
work with the microscopic working substance.

Let us note that if the qubit’s density matrix has off-
diagonal elements in Eq. (34), the accuracy of detecting the
amount of extracted work (41) by the measurement result de-
creases, because of a trade-off between the coherence after the
work extraction and the accuracy of the measurement of the
extracted work [75] (see also Theorem 1 in the Supplemental
Material of Ref. [81] and Lemma 3 in Ref. [82]); in short,
the decoherence enhances the accuracy. As a countermeasure,
we eliminate the off-diagonal elements of the qubit’s state
by the projection measurement, and hence this problem does
not occur [75]. Because of the assumption, the estimate of
the extracted work (41) is equal to the previous one [48]; in
other words, the present formulation gives a precise physi-
cal background to the estimate (41). Let us finally note that
the present work extraction process is applicable to general
models without the projection measurement that eliminates
the off-diagonal elements.
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IV. RESULTS

We examine the interaction energy in detail and reveal
that the non-Markovianity appears mainly in three ways,
depending on the interaction time between the qubit and the
bath. In order to clarify these effects, we propose an index
which indicates the magnitude of the non-Markovianity. Be-
cause of the non-Markovian effects, we can make the quantum
Otto cycle under non-Markovian dynamics behave differently
from the conventional quantum heat engine by controlling the
interaction time between the qubit and the bath.

Note that all the results here are for the limit cycle that we
introduced at the end of Sec. II, which is achieved after con-
vergence. The interaction time tμ is a parameter fixed through
all the cycles; it should not be considered as a parameter that
is controllable during a cycle. In all the numerical results, we
fix λh = λc = 0.01 and �h = �c = 0.4 with kB = h̄ = 1.

A. Non-Markovianity of the interaction energy

Let us analyze the non-Markovian dynamics of the energy
expectation value in the two isochoric processes. The energy
changes of the qubit �Eμ

S (t h, t c), the bath �Eμ
B (t h, t c), and

the interaction energy �Eμ
I (t h, t c) are given by

�Eμ
S (t h, t c) = 〈

Hμ
S (tμ)

〉
S − 〈

Hμ
S (0)

〉
S, (42)

�Eμ
B (t h, t c) = 〈

Hμ
B (tμ)

〉
B − 〈

Hμ
B (0)

〉
B, (43)

�Eμ
I (t h, t c) = −�Eμ

S (t h, t c) − �Eμ
B (t h, t c), (44)

where Hμ(tμ) is the Hamiltonian after the qubit interacts with
the μth bath over time tμ and 〈·〉 j ≡ Tr[ · ρ j], with j = S, B.
We define the change of the interaction energy as in Eq. (44)
so that the total energy may be conserved. The energy changes
are derived as follows by taking the interaction time as a
parameter [48]:

�Eμ
S (t h, t c) = ωμ

(
ρ

μ
11(t h, t c) − ρ

μ
11(0, 0)

)
, (45)

�Eμ
B (t h, t c) = ωμ

(
ρ

μ
11(t h, t c) − ρ

μ
11(0, 0)

)

+
∫ tμ

0
dτ

[{
2
[
Pμ(t h, t c)ρμ

0,00(τ )

+ ( 1 − Pμ(t h, t c) )ρμ
1,00(τ )

] − 1
}

× D1(τ )sin(ωμτ ) + D2(τ )cos(ωμτ )
]
, (46)

�Eμ
I (t h, t c) = −

∫ tμ

0
dτ

[{
2
[
Pμ(t h, t c)ρμ

0,00(τ )

+ ( 1 − Pμ(t h, t c) )ρμ
1,00(τ )

] − 1
}

× D1(τ )sin(ωμτ ) + D2(τ )cos(ωμτ )
]
, (47)

where Pμ(t h, t c) is a constant defined in Eq. (20). The
energy change of the bath in Eq. (46) is derived by us-
ing the full counting statistics [48,71], which we review
in Appendix A. For the Markovian dynamics, we find that
for any tμ, the second term of Eq. (46) vanishes and
�Eμ

I = 0, and hence �Eμ
S = �Eμ

B = ωμ(ρM,μ
11 (t h, t c) −

ρ
M,μ
11 (0, 0)); see Appendix B.

FIG. 2. (a) Non-Markovian dynamics of the change of the qubit
energy �Ec

S , of the cold-bath energy �Ec
B, and of the interaction

energy �Ec
I , depending on the interaction time between the qubit

and the cold bath t c. In the regime of the short interaction time
(0 � t c � t c

0 ), energy division occurs, whereas the interaction energy
remains negative in the regime of the long interaction time. (b) �Eh

S

is the qubit’s energy change during the time it interacts with the hot
bath and �Ec

S is the one with the cold bath. At t c = t0, the sign of
each qubit’s energy changes. (c) The total work W and the work
extracted in the adiabatic process W h

adiab + W c
adiab. At t c = t c

0 , the sign
of the adiabatic work changes and at t c = t c

1 , the one of the total
work changes. The parameters are set to t h = 60, ωc/ωh = 0.5, and
T c/T h = 0.2 in (a), (b), and (c).

We reveal the following three distinct properties of the
non-Markovian dynamics.

1. Energy division in the region of the short interaction time

Figure 2 shows the energy changes during the isochoric
process in which the qubit interacts with the cold bath
for time t c. Counterintuitively, the energy change of the
qubit is positive in the region of the short interaction time
(0 < t c < t c

0 ), which means that the qubit absorbs energy dur-
ing the interaction with the cold bath for a short time. We
presume that this is because the qubit and the bath divide the
slight decrease of the interaction energy �Eμ

I ; we call this
phenomenon “energy division.” We define t c

0 as the termina-
tion time of the energy division when the qubit interacts with
the cold bath and numerically derive t c

0 in Fig. 2. The energy
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FIG. 3. (a) The reverse energy flow, the energy division, and the
normal heat flow between the qubit and the hot bath. The qubit’s
energy is denoted by �Eh

S , the hot bath’s energy by �Eh
B , and the

interaction energy by �Eh
I . (b) The energy division and the normal

energy flow between the qubit and the cold bath. The qubit’s energy
is denoted by �Ec

S , the cold bath’s energy by �Ec
B, and the inter-

action energy by �Ec
I . (c) The indexes of the non-Markovianity in

terms of the energy changes αc and αh. The parameters are set to
t h = 60, ωc/ωh = 0.5, and T c/T h = 0.2.

division is a phenomenon slightly different from the so-called
energy backflow [71], in which the energy of the system of
interest that flows into the bath comes back to the system
during the time evolution. We note that the bath’s correlation
time is proportional to 1/�, which is given by 1.25/ωc, and
the time scale of the energy division t c

0 is proportional to
4/ωc in Fig. 2. Thus, the correlation time of the bath is not
necessarily small enough compared to the time scale t c

0 of the
energy division. In this sense, the energy division is a feature
unique to non-Markovian dynamics, not present in Markovian
dynamics [83].

2. Reverse energy flow in the region of the short interaction time

We also find as shown in Fig. 3(a) that the signs of the
energies of the qubit and the hot bath are reversed compared

TABLE I. Classification of the behavior of non-Markovian dy-
namics when the qubit interacts with (a) the hot bath and (b) the cold
bath.

(a) �Eh
B > 0 �Eh

B < 0

�Eh
S > 0 Energy division Normal energy flow

�Eh
S < 0 Reverse energy flow −

(b) �Ec
B > 0 �Ec

B < 0

�Ec
S > 0 Energy division Reverse energy flow

(No occurrence)
�Ec

S < 0 Normal energy flow −

to the normal energy flow. This behavior only happens when
the qubit interacts with the hot bath; we numerically confirm
that this behavior does not appear when the qubit interacts
with the cold bath as shown in Fig. 3(b).

3. Non-Markovian behavior of the energy in the region
of the long interaction time

In all cases that we have numerically analyzed, the in-
teraction energy �Eμ

I is negative for any interaction time
tμ, which means that there is an attractive interaction be-
tween the qubit and the bath. Therefore, we have to add
an extra work to detach the qubit from the bath in order
to go to the next adiabatic process of the cycle. We should
count this detachment work W μ

detach = �Eμ
I (< 0) into the

total work of the cycle together with the work extracted in the
adiabatic process W h

adiab = (ωh − ωc)ρh
11(t h, t c) and W c

adiab =
(ωc − ωh)ρc

11(t h, t c). We thereby obtain the total work in the
form

W = W h
adiab + W c

adiab + W h
detach + W c

detach, (48)

where the work in the direction from the working substance
to the outside is set to be positive, while W μ

detach is always
negative, which indicates that this is the work done from the
outside. We have numerically confirmed that the integrand of
the expectation value of the interaction energy, �Eμ

I (t h, t c) in
Eq. (47), vanishes in the long interaction time limit tμ → ∞.
Therefore, the negative interaction energy converges to a con-
stant value as shown in Fig. 2(a).

4. The classification of non-Markovianity in terms of energy

Let us classify the counterintuitive behavior based on the
features of the reverse energy flow, the energy division, and
the normal energy flow; see Table I(a). The normal energy
flow is defined as a heat flow from the hot bath to the qubit
and a heat flow from the qubit to the cold bath. Note that
this energy flow includes the energy flow from the interaction
energy to the bath or to the qubit.

In order to describe the peculiar behavior in the non-
Markovian dynamics, we propose an index of the non-
Markovianity in terms of the energy changes. We define the
index as the ratio of the interaction energy to the bath’s energy
and to the qubit’s energy,

αc ≡
∣∣∣∣�Ec

I

�Ec
B

∣∣∣∣ and αh ≡
∣∣∣∣�Eh

I

�Ec
S

∣∣∣∣, (49)
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FIG. 4. A contour plot of the non-Markovian index αc. The
energy division occurs in the short-interaction-time region of t h

and t c. The longer the interaction times t h and t c, the closer αc

gets to zero, which means that the Markov approximation be-
comes valid. For simplicity, we make the contour plot in the region
αc � 1 and αc � 1/2 individually, while the white region indicates
1/2 � αc � 1. The parameters are set to ωc/ωh = 0.5 and T c/T h =
0.2.

where the superscripts c and h indicate the energy changes
after the qubit interacts with the cold bath and the hot
bath, respectively. The occurrence of the energy division
|�Ec

I | = |�Ec
S | + |�Ec

B| yields αc � 1. For 1/2 � αc � 1,
the interaction energy is a dominant contributor to the bath’s
energy, �Ec

S � �Ec
I , while for αc � 1/2, the qubit’s energy

is a dominant one, �Ec
I � �Ec

S . In addition, we analytically
confirm that the energy division between the qubit and the
cold bath and the reverse energy between the qubit and the hot
bath occur in the same region of the interaction time t h and t c.
In the same region of αc � 1, the occurrence of the reverse
energy flow occurs between the qubit and the hot bath, which
we described in Fig. 2(b). In the region αc � 1 and αh � 1,
the energy division occurs between the qubit and the hot bath.
The normal heat flow occurs from the hot bath to the qubit in
the region αc � 1 and αh � 1.

Figure 3 exemplifies the t c dependence of the heat flow and
the non-Markovianity index (49). This numerical calculation
shows that the negative interaction energy is still a dominant
contributor to the function of the quantum heat engine in
the region of the long interaction time. Dependence of the
non-Markovian index αc on the interaction time with the hot
bath t h and the one with the cold bath t c is shown in Fig. 4.
We also note that this index becomes zero in the Markovian
dynamics because the expectation value of the interaction
energy is always zero.

B. Heat pump and heater

A heat pump and a heater appear depending on the inter-
action time. We call the system a heat pump when the qubit
acquires the work W from outside and transfers heat from the

cold bath to the hot bath. On the other hand, we call the system
a heater when the qubit transfers heat oppositely to the heat
pump based on the work it acquires from outside.

More specifically, we have a heat pump for 0 < t c < t c
0 and

a heater for t c
0 < t c < t c

1 as exemplified in Fig. 2(c). In the
former heat pump region 0 < t c < t c

0 , the energy division oc-
curs as indicated in Fig. 2(a). The qubit itself loses its energy
through one cycle; the absolute value of the negative value of
�Eh

S exceeds the positive value of �Ec
S as shown in Fig. 2(b).

This is because the probability of the excited state ρc
11(t h, t c)

of the qubit after interacting with the cold bath exceeds the
probability after interacting with the hot bath ρh

11(t h, t c) in the
region 0 < t c < t c

0 .
In the same region, not only the total work is negative

but the work done through the adiabatic processes,
that is, W h

adiab + W c
adiab = (ωh − ωc)ρh

11(t h, t c) + (ωc −
ωh)ρc

11(t h, t c), is negative because the probability of the
excited state ρc

11(t h, t c) exceeds the probability ρh
11(t h, t c). In

this sense, the qubit is cooled through this cycle under a work
from outside, which function we refer to as the heat pump.
This property could be used for cooling the qubit in quantum
computers.

We analytically find that �Eh
S and �Ec

S vanish at the same
value of t c = t c

0 , beyond which the heat absorption and extrac-
tion processes are switched. In the heater region t c

0 < t c < t c
1 ,

the qubit acquires heat from the hot bath and discards heat to
the cold bath [Fig. 2(b)]. Although the work done through the
adiabatic processes turns to positive [Fig. 2(c)], the total work
is still negative in the region t c

0 < t c < t c
1 , because the abso-

lute value of the negative detachment work W h
detach + W c

detach
exceeds the work in the adiabatic processes W h

adiab + W c
adiab

[Fig. 2(c)]. In this sense, the cycle transfers heat from the hot
bath to the cold bath based on the work from the outside, and
hence we refer to this function as the heater.

Beyond the point t c = t c
1 , the total work finally turns to

positive. The cycle covers heat to the work as a normal engine.
We note that in the Markovian dynamics, the heat-pump and
heater regions do not appear; in all regions, the quantum Otto
cycle functions as an engine as shown in Appendix B.

Figures 5(a)–5(c) show the work extraction and the heat
absorption for both the interaction times t h and t c. In order to
characterize the regions of the heat pump and the heater, we
use the coefficient of performance (COP) [84]:

COP ≡
∣∣�Ec

S

∣∣
|W | , (50)

where |�Ec
S | is the amount of heat that the qubit absorbs from

the cold bath and W is the total work (48). On the other hand,
the efficiency of this cycle, when it works as an engine, is
given as follows:

η ≡ W

�Eh
S

, (51)

where �Eh
S is the heat that the qubit absorbs from the hot bath.

We plot them together in Fig. 5(d).
Incidentally, the heat pump occurs only in the domain of

the short interaction time of t c as shown in Fig. 5(d). This
asymmetry appears because the interaction energy is always
negative no matter whether the working substance interacts
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FIG. 5. Work, energy expectation values �Eh
S and �Ec

S , efficiency η, and COP when ωc/ωh = 0.5, Tc/Th = 0.2 for the interaction times t c

and t h. Each of the dashed lines in the top panels indicates the boundary where the sign flips. Figure 2 corresponds to the cross section on the
vertical line t h = 60.

with either a hot or cold bath. For example, the energy di-
vision always divides the negative interaction energy to a
positive system energy and a positive bath energy. It would
be normal for the qubit’s energy change to be positive during
the interaction with the hot bath, even without the energy
division. However, it would be abnormal for the qubit’s energy
change to be positive when interacting with a cold bath; it
only happens because of the energy division as exemplified
in Fig. 2. This causes the asymmetric appearance of the heat
pump. As we wrote above, we numerically confirmed that the
interaction energy is negative as far as we analyzed, but the
analytical confirmation is still an open question.

We also find the phase diagram of the heat pump, heater,
and the engine for various values of T c/T h and ωc/ωh, as in
Fig. 6. The heat pump and the heater appear in Fig. 6 only for
T c/T h � ωc/ωh on the right side and for T c/T h ≈ ωc/ωh on
the bottom left side. For T c/T h � ωc/ωh, we have ηO � ηC ,
where ηO = 1 − ωc/ωh is the efficiency of the Otto cycle
and ηC = 1 − T c/T h is the Carnot efficiency. This means
that when the quantum Otto cycle is inefficient, it loses its
function as an engine and acquires another function instead.
In the region T c/T h ≈ ωc/ωh, the closer ωc/ωh becomes to
T c/T h, the closer ηO becomes to ηC . Before ηO reaches ηC ,
there appears limitation to functioning as the engine of the
non-Markovian quantum Otto cycle. We note that the previous
study [48] analyzed the behavior of the quantum Otto cycle

in the parameter region in which the effective temperature
of the working substance exceeds the temperature of the hot
bath, so that the efficiency of the quantum Otto cycle exceeds
the Carnot efficiency, and hence there is no positive work
harvesting.

C. Alternative function from the viewpoint of the energy
expectation value of the bath

There is a counterintuitive energy change when we focus
on the energy expectation value of the bath as shown in Fig. 7.
In the heat-pump region (i) in Fig. 7, the qubit itself pumps
heat from the cold bath to the hot bath. Nevertheless, the
energy expectation values of the hot and cold baths increase.
This is because the negative interaction energy is divided into
the qubit and the cold bath, which we called the energy divi-
sion in Sec. IV A, and because the energy flows from the qubit
to the hot bath, which we called the reverse energy flow in
Sec. IV A. In a part of the heater region [region (ii) in Fig. 7],
the energy expectation values of the hot and cold baths still
increase, which is because of the energy division of the qubit
and the hot bath. In the other part of the heater region and the
engine region [region (iii) in Fig. 7], the energy expectation
value of the cold bath increases while the one of the hot
bath decreases. We numerically confirmed that the expectation
value of the cold bath does not decrease [Table I(b)].
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FIG. 6. The dependency of the function of the cycle on T c/T h and ωc/ωh in the ranges 0 � t h � 120 and 0 � t c � 120 on the horizontal
and vertical axes, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we focused on the quantum-thermodynamic
problem of theoretical description of the interactions be-
tween macroscopic systems and microscopic quantum ones.
We explored the energy flow of the quantum Otto cycle in

the non-Markovian processes, examining heat absorption and
emission in isochoric processes as well as work extraction in
adiabatic processes. As a result, we revealed a counterintuitive
feature of the non-Markovian quantum Otto cycle; we found
that the cycle functions as an engine, a heat pump, and a
heater, depending on the interaction time with the baths.

FIG. 7. The energy changes of the bath and the qubit, where �Eμ
S (μ = h or c) is the qubit’s energy change when it interacts with the hot

or cold bath, respectively, and �Eμ
B (μ = h or c) is the energy change of the hot or cold bath, respectively. The axis t c indicates the interaction

time with the cold bath. The parameters are set to t h = 60, ωc/ωh = 0.5, and T c/T h = 0.2.
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The non-Markovianity mainly has three effects on the cy-
cle, depending on the interaction time: the energy division
as well as the reverse energy flow from the qubit to the hot
bath occur in the region of the short interaction time, and the
interaction energy remains negative in the region of the long
interaction time. We quantified these effects by defining an
index of non-Markovianity in terms of the energy division
of the interaction energy. We also focused on the energy
expectation value of the hot and cold baths, revealing that the
heat flow from the cold bath to the hot bath does not occur
despite the work. The qubit itself loses its energy if we shorten
the interaction time between the qubit and the bath. In this
sense, the qubit is cooled through the cycle, which property
could be used for cooling the qubits in quantum computers.
This nontrivial behavior does not appear in the Markovian
dynamics.

In the isochoric processes, the interaction energy between
the qubit and the bath becomes negative. In order to complete
the cycle, we have to add an extra work to detach the qubit
from the bath. When we count this detachment work into the
total work W , the work becomes negative depending on the
interaction time. We also showed that this nontrivial energy
flow and the negative work make the quantum Otto cycle
behave as a heat pump and a heater.

We also discussed the work extraction from a microscopic
system to a macroscopic system like us humans [75]. We
modeled the work extraction processes using quantum mea-
surements explicitly.

An open question is how to treat the feedback based on
the quantum measurement information after the detachment
of the qubit and the bath. We will also investigate a rigorous
trade-off relationship between the efficiency and the power
including the negative interaction energy [31].
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APPENDIX A: FULL COUNTING STATISTICS

We use the method of full counting statistics [48,71,85]
for evaluation of the physical quantities of the bath. Let us
review it here to make our description self-contained. In this
method, the concept of two-point measurement for the bath
is used. For a measurable physical quantity Q of the environ-
mental system, the measurement operator is given by {�̂q =
|q〉 〈q|}, using the eigenstate {|q〉} of Q. For the two-point
measurement, projective measurements �̂q0 = |q0〉 〈q0| and
�̂qt = |qt 〉 〈qt | are performed on the environmental system at
time 0 and t , respectively. Hence, the probability of obtaining
the measurement results q0 and qt at time 0 and t , respectively,

is

P(qt , q0) = TrSB[(I ⊗ �̂qt ) U (t, 0) (I ⊗ �̂q0 )

ρtot (0) (I ⊗ �̂q0 ) U †(t, 0) (I ⊗ �̂qt )]. (A1)

Therefore, the probability distribution of the difference �q =
qt − q0 between the two measurement results qt and q0 is

Pt (�q) =
∑
q0,qt

δ(�q − (qt − q0) )P(qt , q0). (A2)

For the calculation of the expectation value of physical
quantities, it is useful to define the cumulant generating func-
tion for �q:

St (χ ) = ln
∫ ∞

−∞
d (�q)Pt (�q)eiχ�q

= ln
∫ ∞

−∞
d (�q)

∑
q0,qt

δ(�q − (qt− q0) )P(qt , q0)eiχ�q

= ln

[∑
q0,qt

TrSB[ (I ⊗ �̂qt ) U (t, 0) (I ⊗ �̂q0 ) ρtot (0)

× (I ⊗ �̂q0 ) U †(t, 0) (I ⊗ �̂qt )] eiχ (qt −q0 )

]
, (A3)

where χ is often called the counting field. The nth-order
cumulant is given by

〈�qn〉t = ∂nSt (χ )

∂ (iχ )n

∣∣∣∣
χ=0

. (A4)

In the case of the present problem, we need the energy of
the environmental system as the physical quantity Q. For this
purpose, we set Q = HB and define the projective measure-
ment {�̂e = |e〉 〈e|} using the basis |e〉 of energy eigenstates.
Here, e0 and et are the measurement results at time 0 and t ,
respectively. The projection operators are �̂e0 = |e0〉 〈e0| and
�̂et = |et 〉 〈et | using eigenstates |e0〉 and |et 〉, respectively. In
this particular case, since the initial state is ρ(0) = ρS (0) ⊗
e−βHB/Z , and hence [ρS (0) ⊗ e−βHB/Z, I ⊗ �̂e0 ] = 0, the fol-
lowing relation holds:∑

e0

e−iχe0�̂e0ρtot (0)�̂e0 =
∑

e0

e−iχe0ρtot (0) |e0〉 〈e0|

= e−i χ

2 HBρtot (0)e−i χ

2 HB . (A5)

By using this relation and the cyclic permutation of the argu-
ments of TrSB[·], we reduce the cumulant generation function
(A3) to

St (χ ) = ln

[∑
e0,et

TrSB[ (I ⊗ �̂et ) U (t, 0) (I ⊗ �̂e0 ) ρtot (0)

× (I ⊗ �̂e0 ) U †(t, 0) (I ⊗ �̂et )] eiχ (et −e0 )

]

= TrSB[ei χ

2 HB U (t, 0) e−i χ

2 HBρtot (0)

× e−i χ

2 HB U †(t, 0) ei χ

2 HB ]

≡ TrSB[ Uχ/2(t, 0) ρtot (0) U †
−χ/2(t, 0) ], (A6)
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where

Uχ/2(t, 0) = ei χ

2 HB U (t, 0) e−i χ

2 HB , (A7)

U †
−χ/2(t, 0) = e−i χ

2 HB U †(t, 0) ei χ

2 HB . (A8)

We then define a new state of the total system as

ρχ (t ) = Uχ/2(t, 0) ρtot (0) U †
−χ/2(t, 0). (A9)

By tracing out the information of the bath from this total
density matrix, we derive the master equation for TrBρχ (t ).
We calculate this master equation in the counting field, and
thereby obtain St (χ ) = TrSBρχ (t ). We thus obtain Eq. (46) as
the first-order cumulant of HB:

�EB(t ) = 〈�HB(t )〉 = ∂St (χ )

∂ (iχ )

∣∣∣∣
χ=0

. (A10)

APPENDIX B: MARKOVIAN DYNAMICS

In this Appendix, we consider the behavior of the quantum
Otto cycle when the heat exchange between the qubit and
the bath are described by Markovian dynamics. In describing
this process, we can use the GKSL (Gorini-Kossakowski-
Sudarshan-Lindblad) master equation under the Born-Markov
approximation [44,45]. We can actually derive this mas-
ter equation by taking the long-time limit t → ∞ in the
time-evolution superoperator in Eq. (8) [71], and hence
we have [48]

ρ
M,μ
m,00(t ) = 1 + n(ωμ)

1 + 2n(ωμ)
+

[
ρ

μ
m,00(0) − 1 + n(ωμ)

1 + 2n(ωμ)

]

× exp[ − 2πJ (ωμ)[1 + 2n(ωμ)]t], (B1)

with m = 0, 1, and μ = h, c. Here, n(ωμ) is the Bose dis-
tribution n(ωμ) = (eωμ/T μ − 1)−1. In order to employ the
Markov approximation to describe the limit cycle, we use

ρ
M,μ
11 (t h, t c) ≡ Pμρ

M,μ
0,11 (tμ) + (1 − Pμ)ρM,μ

1,11 (tμ), (B2)

where Pμ is the same as defined in Eq. (20) except that we
replace the ρμ

m,νν (tμ) with ρM,μ
m,νν (tμ).
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